
Me in quarantine (Juli) 

In the morning I wake up late  

I go to breakfast where my family wait  

 

Then I do my homework very slow  

After that I‘m very K.O. 

 

I jump in the air on the trampoline  

And my mind is clean 

 

From time to time I have trouble with my sister and brother 

because of it we have problems with my mother 

 

In the evening I’m talking with my friends  

and playing together videogames  

 

The only thing that is fine in quarantine  

I have much more smartphone-time. 

 

Me in quarantine (Judit)         

I’m staying at home,                                                               

but I’m not alone. 

I think of my friends tonight, 

I know staying at home is right. 

 

I’m looking in the air, 

see CORONA everywhere. 

And my friend’s eye 

is looking too into the sky. 

 

I’m often using Skype, 

Sometimes the whole night. 

It doesn’t matter how long, 

It matters how strong, 

all of us in this time, 

hold each other through the line. 

 

Again I’m looking in the air, 

see CORONA everywhere. 

There seems to be no bliss, 

that’s what we all do miss. 

 

With a book in my hands I read, 

think of the next time we all meet, 

in school, 

that would be cool. 

 

And while I’m writing this rhyme 

I’m sitting here with my rainbow slime. 

I do my homework clever, 

Don’t forget it ever.  

 

It is my greatest dream 

to work again in my class-team. 

Tomorrow I’ll sew a mask, 

so I’ll give you one if you ask. 

 



A last time I’m looking in the air, 

and see Corona everywhere- 

but suddenly I don’t care. 

I know I’m not alone, 

All of us are staying home. 

 

Me in quarantine (Jula) 

It’s so hard the quarantine,  

And I’m only a teen. 

But sometimes the quarantine isn’t so bad 

I’m in quarantine and the nature is so green 

And I like the sky and you have time to bake an apple pie. 

In quarantine my room is clean. 

When I’m home, I remember the last summer in Rome. 

I don’t feel bored all the time, 

And that’s why I’m queen of quarantine. 

 

Me in quarantine (Mathis) 

In quarantine I sleep until 10, 

after that I think about what I can do then. 

 

So I decide to take a shower, 

to start the day with more power. 

 

Then I go downstairs because I want to eat, 

additionally, I listen to music with beat. 

 

I plan to do important things, 

but then on iserv I click on links. 

 

So in quarantine, 

I rhyme. 

 

Me in quarantine (Marco) 

I often sit at my table and it is boring. 

I like to play games in the morning. 

In the week I can make wheelies on my bike. 

I say that is nice. 

After that I eat ice. 



 

Me in quarantine (Charlotte) 

Me in quarantine, 

thinking about meeting with all of my friends when the quarantine ends. 

Thinking of me laying on the beach and eating a sweet rosy peach. 

Thinking about the school and to see my classmates, this would be so cool. 

Thinking about my grandparents and to only meet with one of my friends. 

Enjoying the good weather and hoping that everything is going to be better. 

 

Me in quarantine (Malte) 
In quarantine I often see bad news. 
There is a war against the virus 
and I hope we don´t lose. 
 
At home I’m often bored. 
But in my environment there are 
always things to explore. 
 
I’m spending my time reading. 
My brother cooks delicious food 
we´re eating. 
 
Quarantine doesn`t mean: “Stop enjoying yourself.” 
You can have fun in quarantine as well! 

 

Me in quarantine (Rafaela 7A and Laura 10D) 

I stuck in quarantine for a while 

see how the time passes by 

I just can see you through my screen 

because of quarantine 

 

And when you cross my way 

we need to stay 

six feet apart 

that`s really hard 

 

I miss my friends more than ever 

I hope this situation doesn`t last forever 

This all seems so unreal 

Can anyone tell me how I should feel 

During quarantine 



 

Me in quarantine ;) (Louisa) 

 I'm sitting here at home 

very, very alone  

  

I'm sitting here alone 

with my mobile phone 

  

I actually would meet my friends  

but this now ends 

  

I actually would be in Barcelona 

but there is also corona! 

  

Every person in Arizona  

has problems with corona  

  

We're sitting here in quarantine  

and I get migraine! 

 


